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ABSTRACT
Visiting classical concerts as part of school activities has a long tradition in Germany but has always been
controversial. The multi-case study Schools@Concerts aims in mapping different approaches of connecting
school music education with classical concert visits in seven European countries. As part of this project, this
article gives early insights into the Frankfurt case. Different perspectives on concert visits include students,
teachers and concert hosts. After a short overview about the German discussion, the article gives a brief
insight into the state curricula concerning concert visits and the school curriculum of the participating
school. All participants have positive attitudes towards concert visits but also highlight the organizational
effort of it. Both, teacher and host emphasize missing resources for preparing concerts. Although classical
concerts do not meet the musical taste of the children, most of them show positive attitudes to concert
visits. Therefore the study wants to encourage responsible stake holders to support concert visits, both in
schools and orchestras.
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INTRODUCTION
Visiting classical concerts as part of school activities is actively discussed and widely promoted
in Germany (Große-J€ager, 1988; Gruhn, 1988; Schmid, 2014), but in general it is not part of
German music education curricula. Still concert visits or cooperative projects are extracurricular
events which need to be organized outside of the regular curricula. As part of the Schools@Concerts project, pupils of a 7th grade class of a school in Frankfurt visited a concert of the
student orchestra of the HfMDK Frankfurt. This visit was accompanied by an interview with the
teacher and a group discussion with students. Organizational aspects not only determined the
teachers’ preparation process, but also inﬂuenced the pupils’ experiences. The article discusses
the actual curricula of the state of Hesse concerning cultural participation, how concerts visits
are being connected to the curricula in this special case and how they are organized by the
teacher. It is based on current data as well as data from a previous study (Mall, 2016a, 2016b).

YOUNG PEOPLES’ CONCERTS BETWEEN ARTS EDUCATION AND
EXPERIENCE
The development of young people’ concerts is from the very beginning accompanied by a
discussion about their educational aims (Barth, 1906). Arts education has become part of school
curricula and the aim was to go back to the origin of music – the concert hall – and let pupils
experience it. The known concepts (Barth, 1906; Esser, Esterhues, & Pretsing, 1927) build on the
idea, that pupils have to be brought up to concert life and classical music and the concepts are
therefore closely related to the music education curricula of the time. The aim of Barth (1906)
and Esser et al. (1927) decidedly was to enable underprivileged students to experience classical
concerts as their concepts especially addressed elementary schools (“Volksschulen”) with the
aim to enable the students to participate in this culture.1
With a financial crisis for both the cultural and the educational system at the end of the
1960s, a discussion about connecting school education with outreach activities started new but
only with limited impact as orchestras at that time focused their outreach activities in providing
more concerts for elderly people and in venues on the countryside. School educators on the
other hand started a more general discussion about the value of classical concerts for young
people (Große-J€ager, 1988; Gruhn, 1988).
Only in the 1990s orchestras nationwide started to engage themselves in outreach activities
with the result that at the end of this decade almost every orchestra in Germany provided Young
Peoples’ Concerts (Stiller, 1999). But most of these concerts were still dominated by the same
conceptions outlined by Barth (1906) or Esser et al. (1927; cf. Eberwein, 1998). This changed
with the presentation of the project Rhythm is it (Mast & Milliken, 2008), mainly inﬂuenced by
Simon Rattle at the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. Since then, several new educational approaches were developed and discussed, including family concerts (Schwanse, 2003), concerts
for pre-school children (Stiller, 2008), scenic interpretation of the opera (Brinkmann, Kosuch,
Stroh, & Ostrop, 2013) and others (Schneider, 2002). Also the aims of concerts for children and
1

Reckwitz (2012) describes this concept as normative deﬁnition for culture.
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their practice ﬁeld (Wimmer, 2010) are part of the discussion, as well as the impact of education
activities are object to research (Mall, 2016b). Lately, the interconnectedness of school music and
outreach activities was newly discussed (Voit, 2018). Wimmer (2018) as well as Mall & Schwarz
(2018) used the term black box, but with different backgrounds, to describe concert education as
intersection of cultural outreach activities and music education.

BENEFITS OF PREPARING CONCERT VISITS AT SCHOOL
Apart from a more general discussion about educational aims of classical concerts in the context
of school music curriculum, the question arises, why and to what extend concerts should be
prepared in school. While German educators for a long time still highlighted the general benefit
and the cultural obligation of classical concerts as part of school curriculum (e.g., Große-J€ager,
1982), the beneﬁt of classical concerts on music education and vice versa is more critically
discussed in the United States, where the beneﬁt of concert visits is often seen in relation to
organizational effort. Kimpton & Lestz (1985) for example gives insights into a cooperation of a
school with the local concert host, where students of the school have been attracted to join
concerts through various school media channels. Additionally, the concerts have been prepared
with the musical preferences of children in mind in order to provide them a lively concert
experience. Besides pieces of so called great composers the program promoted the theme of Star
Wars. Others also recommend, that concerts on the one hand should be prepared at school but
on the other hand concert hosts also should have educational needs in mind when preparing
programs (Felder, 1998).
While this discussion highlights the question of how young peoples’ concerts could inﬂuence
and beneﬁt music education in schools, younger studies start focusing on the question of concert
education as part of children’s cultural participation (see also Krupp-Schleußner, 2017), how
schools can support it and to what extend classical concerts should be part of it. In a study about
family concerts, Ulrike Schwanse (2003) showed that preparing concerts at primary school
signiﬁcantly increases the participation of families with lower income at family concerts. And
the idea of providing children the chance of participating at classical concerts can be part of the
motivation of school music teachers (Mall, 2016b). Also, the different aspects of irritation
Andreas Bernhofer (2016) found in his study, can be addressed through school music education.
To better understand concert visits as part of (school) music education, the next chapters
focus on existing curricula as well as school curricula and aims of school teachers.

CURRICULAR BACKGROUND
The core curriculum in the state of Hesse promotes competence oriented learning. Competences
are understood as a connection between knowledge and ability (Kultusministerium, 2011, p. 5).
Besides music speciﬁc competences, general competences (personal, social, learning and
communication) are an important part of every ﬁeld of learning.
The curriculum of the state of Hesse defines music as an essential part of human culture
(Kultusministerium, 2011, p. 11) and school education should support children to experience
music and to be able to express themselves musically (p. 11). The competence areas, described in
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the core curriculum are: listening to, making and2 transforming music and give children access
to musical cultures. These ﬁelds of competences relate to the concept of Aufbauender
Musikunterricht (constructive music learning), described by Jank (2013) and Fuchs (2015). Part
of this curriculum is the term musikalische Gebrauchspraxen (musical ﬁelds of practice) and the
request, to give children access to different (foreign) ﬁelds of musical practice. The aim is to give
children access to cultural plurality and give them the chance to compare unfamiliar with
familiar musical impressions and reﬂect and communicate about music (Kultusministerium,
2011, p. 11). Active participation in internal and external events, focused on esthetic experiences
shall enable children to develop the intended competences (p. 13).
Classical concerts are not mentioned separately and teachers therefore are free to decide,
weather classical concerts should be part of their individual curriculum or not. A previous study
about concert education (Mall, 2016a) showed as well as the interviews in this study, that many
teachers believe in the importance of giving children the chance to at least once have the chance to
take part in a classical concert. This is connected to the fact, that more than half of the children
that have taken part in this project are not having previous experiences with classical concerts.
While the school teacher in this project highlights the aspect of cultural participation, a university
professor also interviewed decidedly connects concert visits with the competence field of listening to
music. School preparation shall therefore enable students to listen to the music carefully and recognize
and enjoy the music during the live concert. Both concepts take into account that pupils without
pre-knowledge of concerts probably will be overwhelmed by this experience.

School curriculum
Based on the standard curriculum, schools substantiate themes and topics into a school curriculum in
order to ensure that commonly agreed topics are being covered by every teacher of the school. The
school in this project explicitly names visits of concerts in it’s school curriculum connected to the ﬁeld of
musical environment. Other topics in this ﬁeld are the music industry and professional music life. This
connection is explicitly named in the curriculum for level 5, in other levels it is part of general activities.
This short overview shows, that joining (classical) concerts as part of school music education
is not clearly implemented into the school curricula. Music education aims to include surrounding cultural practices and give children the opportunity to take part in these practices. It
therefore depends on the teachers focus and the schools priorities which role classical music
plays, especially as there is and was a lively discussion about educational values of classical music
in general. The collected data in this study (see next chapter) as well as those of previous studies
(Mall, 2016b) shows that still many teachers see classical music as part of our society and that
less children get in contact with it through their families or pre schools. Those teachers see
school music education responsible to give children insights in all parts of our cultural heritage.

SCHOOLS@CONCERTS – FRANKFURT a.M. (GERMANY)
As part of this multi-case study a 7th grade class with 24 children from a grammar school
(Gymnasium) in Frankfurt has visited a concert of the students orchestra of the University for
2

This article generally refers to the curriculum of the German state of Hesse. As education in Germany is not federal
legislation, every state has different curricula.
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Music and Performing Arts Frankfurt. The concert had the title Classic Masters and included works
of Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert. The author visited the class prior to the concert to give a small
introduction to the concert and after the concert for a small discussion round. During these visits,
the student data for this case study (questionnaire and group discussion) were collected.
The visit of the class at the concert consisted of two parts. First, the children participated in lessons
given at the University to students. Three groups of children visited two different lessons each with a
small break in-between. The concert itself was the second part of the afternoon, starting at 7 pm.
The viewpoints of this case study not only include the students perspective, but also the
perspectives of the teacher and the concert host. As this article focuses more on a general
overview, the following individual perspectives are only briefly part of it.

Students
The class that participated in the project consisted of 24 pupils (13 male, 7 female, 4 others) with
the average age of 12. Almost all children prefer Pop and Rap/Hip Hop music. One third of the
children say that they like classical music. Other genres do not show any significant tendency
with only soundtrack/theme song being liked (best three categories) by about two-thirds of the
children. Six pupils play an instrument and 11 visited at least one classical concert during the
last year. Interestingly, 20 children say that they like concerts in general but only four expect,
that they will like this concert in particular. With some local differences, the answers of this
questionnaire do not show significant differences between the different cases in the case study.
After the concert, the pupils filled out a questionnaire where they were asked to give 20
memories of the concert event. The answers correlate with the findings of Bernhofer (2016),
showing that besides the musical experiences, the event was dominated by many other experiences, including conﬂicts with the elderly audience.
The findings so far indicate, that the pupils seem to recognize classical music as part of their
cultural environment and generally enjoy concerts. Also did they very much honor the performance
of the student musicians. As an effect of the evening concert the pupils were mostly exhausted from a
long school day and could not enjoy the event as they might have done in other contexts.

Teacher
The teacher of this class has been interviewed after the project. She highlights different aims of concert
visits. One major goal is to provide children the experience of a classical live concert. She believes, that
concerts should be part of school music education. But the organization of concert visits is very difficult,
as many people have to be involved, especially for concerts that take place outside school schedule.
Her preparation of concerts in school include information about the orchestra, the composer
and the musical works played. An important part of the preparation process is to explain
children how to behave with integrity in classical concerts as many children do not have previous experience with these situations.
The teacher confirms that the actual situation during the concert was difficult for the
children. But including the circumstances, she thinks, that the children had a fruitful experience.

Host
Young peoples’ concerts at the HfMDK Frankfurt serve two major aims of the institution:
education and cultural participation. The main objective of the university obviously is education,
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here especially music teacher training. Therefore young peoples’ concerts are organized with and
through teacher training and the students get the chance to practically learn how concerts could
be prepared at school. The other aim, cultural participation, wants to embed university live into
society, enable participation of the surrounding community with the cultural potential of a
music education institution. From this perspective, young peoples’ concerts want to bring
children in contact with culture and foster their interest in it.
Unfortunately, the resources for preparing concerts as well as preparing surrounding
workshops are very limited. Processes have to fit into daily schedule and seminar structures.
Therefore the HfMDK focuses these resources on the event of the Musik Monat Mai (musical
month of may). As most of these activities are organized without extra payment, many participants (individuals as well as institutions) prefer events that trigger media interest. About ﬁve
to six teachers per year ask for the possibility of joining seminars and having insight into the
work at the university. This demand can be met and most classes then get the chance to join the
seminars.
The host hopes that young peoples concerts in all the mentioned perspectives will get more
resources that it would be possible to organize three to four concerts per year.

DISCUSSION
Joining live concerts not only means to listen to music, but it means to be part of a social event,
which includes listening to music. Especially the answers of the children, but also previous
research findings (Mall, 2015) show, that beside musical dimensions, also social and personal
dimensions inﬂuence concert visits (Bernhofer, 2016), not only those of classical music.
Teachers should be and are aware of this aspect during their preparation process. Maybe,
especially those non musical factors make children enjoy concerts even if the music does not
meet their preferred personal taste, which mainly is popular music. Also seeing real people play
music and recognizing the effort they had to make this event possible seems to be a positive
factor. But, highlighting the non-musical factors of life concerts open up even more questions
about the aims of concert visits. Especially as they are rather difﬁcult to organize (Felder, 1998),
teachers and hosts should be well aware of their individual reasons as long national curricula do
not provide clear frameworks and support systems.
This article can not answer these questions, but it can highlight, that all stake holders in this
research process (teachers, children, hosts) have positive attitudes towards concert visits.
Therefore, there are many reasons, to make the organization process for concert visits easier and
support teachers in it. Further findings through the comparison of other cases in the underlying
multi case study additionally may help to integrate this case into a greater picture of concert
education partnerships.
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